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in the latter it presented the reverse, viz, the expenditure of
mechanical power/' He found that when one Daniell's
cell was connected to the rotating magnet and the rotations
reversed, the current from the cell could be balanced by the
current from the rotating magnet at 370 revolutions, as the
absence of sparks at the commutator "beautifully illus-
trated."
He analyses the separate heating effects due to the
voltaic and the electro-magnetic currents and deduces that
"we have therefore in magneto-electricity an agent capable by
sin-pie mechanical means of destroying or generating heat. In
a subsequent part of this paper I shall make an attempt to
connect heat with mechanical power in absolute numerical
relations/'
"It became an object of great interest to inquire whether
a constant relation existed between it and the mechanical
power gained or lost. For this purpose it was only neces-
sary to repeat some of the previous experiments and to
ascertain at the same time the mechanical force necessary
in order to turn the apparatus.
To accomplish the latter purpose I resorted to a very
simple device, yet one peculiarly free from error/'
This consisted of a pair of strings wound round the axle
of the driving-wheel with their ends passed over pulleys
and attached to pans holding weights.
With this arrangement, which he afterwards adopted in
the famous apparatus for measuring the mechanical equiva-
lent of heat by rotating paddles in water, he was able to
convert the power derived from a falling weight into a
magneto-electric current and then convert the current into
heat, owing to its effect against the resistance of the coil.
Through the mediation of electro-magnetic induction
mechanical work was converted into heat.
In one series of experiments each pan had to contain
weights of 5 Ib. 3 oz. in order to rotate the magnet six
hundred times per minute when the ends of its coil were
connected with the battery, but when the coil was dis-
connected weights of only 2 Ib. 13 oz. were needed to over-
the resistance provided "solely by friction and the

